
Tenfold Security Provides  40% 
Lower-Cost Security and Visibility with ASecureCloud   

ASecureCloud provides an easy onboarding process that utilizes CloudFormation StatckSets.
These templates are generated dynamically and securely for each environment to onboard a
single AWS account or a multi-account AWS organization.

Once onboarded, the ASecureCloud scanning engine queries the APIs for AWS services and
displays the results of the security checks in the dashboard. The assessments are organized in
various formats including severity-prioritized and context-aware lists, a per-services view to
drill down for a specific use-case, a Well-Architected view, to view workloads in a particular
lense, and other widgets to visualize progress over time.

Security administrators are able to turn on automated assessments on a schedule and get email
summaries of results to keep an eye on the infrastructure without logging onto the platform.
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Learn more about Tenfold here.

TENFOLD SECURITY

Tenfold Security is a fast-growing company
in the Midwest USA focused on providing
cloud security solutions.

Tenfold Security employs a team of elite
security professionals with deep expertise in
all major cloud providers.

Tenfold Security is led by respected
industry figures and provides a wide range
of security solutions including building
cloud programs for enterprises of any size.

Tenfold Security has developed internal
tools and processes to complete
security reviews faster and take on more
business. However, tasks such as
continuous security monitoring and
remediation for clients' environments
remained time-consuming.

Tenfold team has evaluated multiple
options including commercial solutions
and selected ASecureCloud for it’s ease-
of-use, comprehensive security
coverage, remediation templates as
code and lower total cost of ownership.

CHALLENGES

HOW ASECURECLOUD SIMPLIFIED SECURITY
MONITORING WHILE BEING COST-EFFECTIVE

https://tenfoldsecurity.com/
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DELIVERING A BETTER
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
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ASecureCloud offers its solution as a
public SaaS or as a Private Portal offering.
The private portal provides a dedicated
and private environment for Enterprises
and Managed Service Providers (MSPs)
that enables them to offer a unique
experience for their clients.

REALIZED BENEFITS

cost saving compared to
similar solutions.

40%

compliance frameworks
and standards.
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to generate remediation
templates as code.

Minutes

ASecureCloud provides a comprehensive list of security checks
covering 50+ AWS services. The assessment results are
contextualized, prioritized by severity, and mapped against
compliance frameworks including PCI, HIPAA, FedRAMP, PBMM...

Major commercial solutions often charge per resource or use a
percentage of the cloud bill which can get pricey quickly.
ASecureCloud fixed, per-account pricing is predictable and
competitive. 

While other solutions provide manual steps or automated black-
box remediation buttons, ASecureCloud provides automatically
generated remediation templates as code customized for each
environment. This allows for security review and works well with
change management processes.

ABOUT ASECURECLOUD

The Private Portal offering includes all
available features such as automated
Well-Architected reviews, continuous
security and compliance monitoring, and
configuration and remediation templates. 
It also includes customization options 
such as custom branding, SSO integration
and custom security settings when required.

ASecureCloud offers a platform to 
build and operate secure AWS cloud
environments delivered through
 a cost-effective SaaS subscription or a
dedicated portal for managed services
providers and enterprises.

ASecureCloud’s platform provides
comprehensive security
assessments and compliance
reports with automatically
generated infrastructure-as-code
templates for remediation.

https://asecure.cloud/about-privateportal/

